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Abstract :  : Internet of Things (IoT) is a typical pattern that has gained more popularity in recent years. IoT refers to the 

interaction among our everyday devices such as smartphones, tablets, laptops, personal computers, and other devices. These 

devices now communicate smartly [1] to each other. The goal of IoT is to be connected anytime and anywhere using a network or 

internet. In this paper, different types of network layer prototype and they include communication with the network. The 

discussion includes. 

Index Terms - IOT, Encapsulation, Routing. 
 

I. Introduction 
 

 

IoT and its protocol are widely used nowadays. IoT is the most recent trend in academic and industrial 

fields. They are used in hardware and software-based work to implement the device to communicate with 

network and handheld devices. According to analysis, the IoT devices are the most usable device compare 

to other devices and they are the most money-making technology being invested in the digital market. 

Billions of dollars are being invested by investors on IoT enabling technologies and research while much 

more is expected to come in the upcoming years in this era. 

In this paper some of the standard protocol and non-standard protocol that is used for network encapsulation 

and routing in IoT applications. the encapsulation layer that forms the packet and in the routing layer it 

handles the transfer of the packet from source to destination. 

 

II. CHARACTERISTICS OF INTERNET OF THINGS (IOT) 

 

Some information about IOT that communicate with a different type of physical devices. Devices work a very important role 

in IoT technology. 

 

 Self-Organization: self-organize is it works to restore the information or services provided by the device. It also takes 

care of the information with network connectivity. 

 Optimized energy solution: we must able to know about low power devices and owners to be accessible to almost 

optimal outcomes and used information. 

 Localization and tracking capabilities: it must be able to track the device information and locate them within a less 

duration. 

 Information and knowledge management: in IoT information does not need to instruct machines every time. All devices 

are well-known with information to make a decision and find the solution. 

 Ubiquitous data exchange: ubiquitous sensors are more powerful so it gathers the information through the input in IoT 

device. 

 Scalability: IoT network has scalability with a strong network and all the devices are must be identified uniquely and 

tags properly. 

 

 

III. Applications of Internet of Things (IoT) 

 

The world of IoT includes a wide variety of devices and applications with wireless communication. Most of the users were 

used applications in our daily life. 

 

 Traffic Management: in traffic management, people are don't require the manual signal and lights, IOT applications used 

for traffic management to avoid accidents. 

 Agriculture and Breeding: using the IoT people are use the high qualified technology for farming and breeding to 

support the improvement of the system with drone technology in agriculture. 
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 Transportation Industry: in the transportation industry people are avoiding the stop and pay at toll gate through IoT. Also 

using at buses and train fairs in the token system. 

 Environment Monitoring: Using the RFID chip and sensor to check the weather and air pollution in the environment. 

 Retail and Marketing: The use of IoT in marketing and the retail field is very useful. Information about the stock and 

availability of the merchandise through RFID tags. 

 Independent Living: IoT applications can be useful for people to remember their activities at that time and give to 

support their lives. 

 Connected Medicine: Patients are using the facilities over the IoT using health tracker and get the information regarding 

any kind of symptoms. Doctors can monitor the patient from the hospital itself. 

 Driverless Cars: using IoT people are don't want to require a driver in a car, they used sensors to control automatically 

and navigate the passenger to the destination 

 Earthquake Detection: Disasters like an earthquake, tsunami snowfall can be identified before it’s going to happen 

through IoT sensors or devices. 

 

IV. Challenging Issues 

 

In, regular life several technical issues of IoT ware pointed out. All new challenges and issues identified in the current internet 

scenario require the effort to change the era. 

 

 Data management in a regular day’s people are used lots of data and lots of information transferred from one device to 

another. Which data transmitted in which place and how to be placed in data management know all kinds of information 

using IoT. 

 Security: In IoT, two major issues are privacy (user-related information) and security about the sensed data and business 

processes. The heterogeneity in IoT nodes, the large scale of deployment, resource constraints, and their mobility make it 

harder to secure the network. There are a large number of techniques for ensuring confidentiality. Security providing 

might be difficult as the automation of the devices has been increased which created new security issues. 

 

Security is a critical component for adopting the IoT at a global level, and without any guarantee, regarding authenticity, 

confidentiality, integrity, and non-repudiation the related party is unlikely to adopt on a large scale. 

 

 Storage management: As there is a large amount of data generated. When the devices are being connected there would 

be a large amount of multimedia data which is being transferred they occupy a large amount of data and the other kind is 

random files where it contains data regarding the devices these files doesn’t occupy a huge amount of space but they are 

large in number they must be accessible very quickly whenever necessary. 

 Energy: Many of the IoT nodes runs on battery-operated power and energy efficiency is most crucial for availability and 

proper functionality of the network. Most of its nodes are running on non-chargeable energy sources and communication 

between heterogeneous nodes [2] is more energy-consuming. 

 Insecure authentication/authorization: We generally provide authentication to provide permission for the user to access 

the information and authorization is used to editing or change the data for that particular application and permission will 

be given by the administrator. 

 Server technologies: as the number of devices over the network area increases the request and the number of responses 

of the device also increases at the same time it depends on the server where we are running the interface. The response of 

the server to the request of the device should be done quickly. There should be no delay in the response to the client. 

 

V. Network layer encapsulation protocol 

 

Encapsulation is a process by which a lower-layer protocol receives data from a higher-layer protocol and then places the data 

into the data portion of its frame. Thus, Encapsulation is the process of enclosing one type of packet using another type of 

packet. 

Ericsson (2011) estimated that up to 2020 there will be 50 billion devices on the Internet, so to support the unique addressing 

mechanism IPV6 protocol is used on its network. 

IoT data link frame format relatively small to store IPV6 addresses. Therefore, to handle this kind of situation IETF (Internet 

Engineering Task Force) working on a set of standards to enclose the IPV6 datagram‘s into IoT [2] data link layer frames. 
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VI. Encapsulation with 6LowPAN 

 

 6LowPAN  

  Low-power Wireless Personal Area Network (6LowPAN) is defined by the IEEE standard [3][4][5]. Could be 

applied to the smallest devices and those low-power devices with limited processing capabilities. It efficiently encapsulates 

IPv6 long headers in IEEE802.15.4 PHY (only support frame up to 127 bytes) small packets [5]. Realizing IPv6 

communication on wireless networks composed of low-power wireless modules. Includes packet compression and other 

optimization mechanisms, which are used for effective use of the routing of IPv6 packets. From a security point of view, 

6LowPAN suffers from several attacks that aim to directly damage the network. 6LowPAN is vulnerable to spoofing attacks, 

selective forwarding, Sybil attacks, wormhole attacks, and sinkhole attacks. These attacks can be internally initiated by 

malicious code or intrusion and externally by unauthorized devices or users.  

 6TiSCH 

  Ipv6 over the time-slotted channel hopping mode of IEEE 802.15.4e (6TiSCH): It builds document and higher 

standard based architecture [3]. Highlight best practices and standardize missing components of the archive industries and 

great performance ex latency, scalability, reliability, and low power operation. Such devices communicate following a time 

division multiple access (TDMA) schedule. So it allocates unit of the bandwidth of time slot between neighbor nodes. It will 

allow the programming of predictable transmissions and also based on RPL protocol. The development of the 6TiSCH 

protocol is in process. 6TiSCH's IoT stack is used in a wide range of applications such as forest fire detection, home 

automation, and smart city.  

 6lo 

  A newly assigned IETF group called IPv6 over networks of resource-constrained nodes (6Lo) is working to 

propose a set of standards on the transmission of IPv6 frames on various data links [3]. Even though 6LowPAN and 6TiSCH 

were developed for encapsulation purposes, it became clear that more standards are needed to cover all data link standards. 

Therefore, 6Lo was formed by IEFT for this purpose.  

Most of the 6Lo specifications have not been finalized and are in various stages of drafts.  

 

1. Network layer routing protocol 

1. Identity the path from sender to receiver.  

2. Two nodes communicate in a bi-directional manner. If and only if they are within the communication range of each 

other. 

3. The neighbors can communicate directly but A and C want to communicate then must seek help from B. 

 

a. We are adding node D then more possibilities to exchange data from A to C. 

b. A-B-C, A-D-C, A-D-B-C, A-B-D-C. 

c. The whole scenario gets even more complicated with the increase of the number of nodes in the network. 

d. Only neighbor information is not enough. 

 

VII. Categories of routing protocol 

 

1. Proactive routing protocol- each node maintain routing  

2. Reactive routing protocol- do not maintain all routing into at all node  

3. Hybrid routing protocol-combination of proactive and reactive protocol 

 

a. For proactive protocol and For reactive protocol  

b. Dijkstra algorithm and the bellman-ford algorithm used to find the shortest path. 

 

VIII. Routing with RPL 

 

  Routing protocol for low-power and lossy networks (RPL) is a distance-vector protocol designed at IETF for 

routing in the IoT system. Message confidentiality and reliable message delivery are cared for by RPL. The router is usually 

limited in terms of processing power, battery, and memory. RPL traffic pattern could be p2p, p2mp, mp2p. The RPL enabled 

with features of low data rate and communication with high throughput. Security will be the major challenge of RPL enabled 

IoT devices. 
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IX. RPL topology 

 

  DODAG topology used in RPL[6] DODAG is a destination-oriented directed acyclic graph. It is acyclic means 

top-down and bottom-up possibilities are there. DODAG is a DAG rooted at a single destination. The DODAG root has no 

outgoing edges. DODAG is uniquely identified by a combination of RPL instance ID and DODAG ID. Node rank defines the 

node individual position relatives to other nodes concerning a DODAG root. RANK strictly increase in the down direction and 

strictly decrease in the up direction. DODAG root is the DAG root of the DODAG. May act as border router and aggregate 

routers in the DODAAG and may redistribute DODAG routes into other routing protocols.  

X. Challenges of RPL Protocol 

 

 If any node fails then anyhow packet reaches the server node. 

 Upward path is so common (mp2p) all children not traversing possible Downward path is optional mainly for p2p 

and p2mp. 

 DODAG are disjoint (no shared node) link properties are (reliability, latency) 

 Node properties powered on not. 

 RPL instance has an optimization objective. 

 Multiple instances with different optimization objectives can coexist. 

 

XI. Collection Tree Protocol (CTP) 

 

  CTP is a distance-vector routing algorithm that was developed as a solution to routing in WSNs. It stands as a 

predecessor to RPL and was considered the de-facto routing standard for TinyOS. It builds a tree-based topology with the root 

at the sink of the network, CTP uses an adaptive beaconing mechanism to broadcast routing control messages. Moreover, CTP 

relied on specific link-layer technology for topology formation, CTP was earlier known for its efficient energy consumption 

and high Packet Reception Ratio (PRR). 

  Lightweight on-demand ad hoc distance-vector routing protocol-next generation LOADng: The Lightweight on-

demand ad hoc distance-vector routing protocol-next generation or LOADng is a lightweight variation of AODV for LLNs.[1] 

It is designed based on the idea that LLNs are idle most of the time. Hence instead of adopting a proactive approach that 

would generate unnecessary overhead, LOADng follows a reactive approach in which routes are established towards 

destinations only when there is some data to send. LOADng is a reactive routing protocol and is found suitable for a more 

general traffic pattern. It does not have any node that performs special functions like the root and is hence not subjected to the 

subsequent problems that arise due to such a consideration. Also, due to its compressed and flexible data format, there is no 

possibility of fragmentation. It does not impose any strict source routing rules, hence it can accommodate applications that 

require a fixed MTU. However, LOADng might have a higher delay in the route discovery phase and might have higher 

control traffic overhead if the traffic flows are predominantly P2P. 

 CORPL 

  Cognitive and Opportunistic RPL (CORPL) is the extension of RPL. Specifically designed for Cognitive 

networks and uses DODAG topology generation [3]. CORPL utilizes opportunistic forwarding to forward the packet by 

choosing multiple forwarders. And coordinates between the nodes to choose the best next-hop to forward the packet to the 

same way as RPL. The process of opportunistic forwarding uses the local network information for deciding on dynamically 

forwarding the data to its neighboring node. 

 CARP 

  Channel-Aware Routing Protocol (CARP) is a distributed routing protocol designed for underwater 

communication. It can be used for IoT due to its lightweight packets [3]. It considers link quality, which is computed based on 

historical successful data transmission gathered from neighboring sensors, to select the forwarding nodes. 

  There are two scenarios: network initialization and data forwarding. In-network initialization a HELLO packet 

is broadcasted from the sink to all other nodes in the networks. In data forwarding, the packet is routed from the sensor to the 

sink in a hop-by-hop fashion. Each next hop is determined independently. The main problem with CARP is that it does not 

support the reusability of previously collected data. Since it is not standardized and just proposed in the literature, it is not yet 

used in other IoT applications. 

 

XII. E-CARP Routing Protocol 

 

  E-CARP, which is an enhancement upon CARP, to develop a location-free and greedy hop-by-hop routing 

protocol for forwarding packets from sensor nodes to the sink node in an energy-efficient manner. CARP does not consider 

the reusability of sensory data collected previously by domain applications in the following time points, which induces 

sensory data packets [1] forwarding which may not be beneficial to certain applications. Therefore, E-CARP allows the 
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caching of sensory data at the sink node, for avoiding these data packets forwarding in the network. CARP requires to reply to 

a PONG control packet whenever receiving a PING control packet when selecting the most appropriate relay node for packet 

forwarding. This PING-PONG strategy may not be mandatory when the network topology is relatively steady. This 

observation drives us to improve the relay node selection strategy in CARP, and the relay node adopted previously is given a 

higher priority to be reused at this moment. Simulation results validate that our E-CARP can decrease the communication cost 

and increase the network capability to a large extent, especially when the ratio of packet size between control packets and 

sensory data packets is relatively large. E-CARP does not differentiate the priority of different attributes. Sensory data of 

attributes of more importance should be routed to SN with a higher priority. Besides, sensory data of a certain sensor node 

may vary following a spatial and/or temporal discipline. 

 

XIII. CONCLUSION 

 

  This paper surveys some of the standard and nonstandard protocols that are used for network routing in IoT 

applications. Six routing protocols and also include encapsulation in IoT were studied in this paper. RPL is the most 

commonly used one. It is a distance-vector protocol. CORPL is a nonstandard extension of RPL that is designed for cognitive 

networks and utilizes the opportunistic forwarding to forward packets at each hop. Other hand, CARP is the only distributed 

hop-based routing protocol that is designed for IoT sensor network applications. CARP is used for underwater communication 

mostly. Since it is not standardized and just proposed in the literature, it is not yet used in other IoT applications. E-CARP 

does not differentiate the priority of different attributes. 
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